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On-Site Material Excavation
for foundation, relocated earth used 
in concrete component fabrication

Site-Sourced Silica as Concrete Aggregate
to eliminate carbon footprint of commercial 
aggregate extraction and transportation 

On-Site Robotic Concrete Printing 
eliminates need for concrete formwork and 
allows creation of complex 3d geometry

Mass-Optimized Structural Component
reduced to 20% original volume, printed with minimized 
carbon footprint and material investment

Assembly of Printed Components
forms the structural shell of the house 
and provides the infrastructure for water 
management and food production
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LANDSLIDE HOUSE
The Landslide House is situated within the hillside topography of Pitts-
burgh’s Hazelwood neighborhood.  Along with shifting and contaminat-
ed soils, Hazelwood’s primary inhabitants belong to a racially diverse, 
underserved, economically and socially vulnerable demographic. The 
Landslide House is a retaining wall and a filter integrated into a hill-like-
landform. It enables architecture that provides infrastructural resilience 
against mudslides and engenders autonomy and social engagement 
of local inhabitants through the act of nurturing and growing edible 
landscapes.
Coming out of a research studio “Lithopic (Living Stone) House: Ecolo-
gies of Earthen Matter,” led in conjunction with a material science sem-
inar, the design approach is underpinned by a potential of construction 
waste recycling through direct 3d binder-jet printing. This cradle-to-cra-
dle method would reduce CO2 levels by reducing the volume of new 
architectural materials, as well as offsetting waste streams heading to 
industrial landfills. Shaping printable components for minimal material 
use aligned with structural and ecological potential is coupled with a 
desire to integrate new landscape and biomass directly into the archi-
tectural form, function and experience.

The Landslide House is a double house, situated at the base of one of Hazelwood’s many hillside slopes, anchoring into the earth at  a depth of 
38 feet. It unfolds from a shared infrastructural and circulatory service core linked to two intertwined single-family dwellings. The families occu-
py separate living spaces with a shared water-collection system located in the belly of the retaining wall. Urban roof gardens and interwoven 
internal stair create a balance while entangling private and communal spaces and resources in a more intensive way. The ample greenspace 
connected to the controlled water flow from the retaining wall allows the families to develop a degree of food autonomy in a neighborhood 
officially classified a food desert, while the rain garden and roofscape allow for social engagement and recreational activity from rock-climbing 
to family gardening to community cookouts.

Hazelwood Site Plan

Steel City Steps, Hazelwood Mudslide Damage

Downhill view to Housing Garden Roofscape

Embedded Infrastructure, House with Living Walls

Programmatic and Ecological Flow

Site Plan

Ecologies of Shaping Waste 
and Earthen Matter
Dana Cupkova

“The major problems in the world are the result 
of the difference between how nature works and 
the way people think.“ 
Gregory Bateson

LITHOPIC  co-HOUSE

Background

Context

*LITHOP = Living  Stone
**HOUSE = “Here and Now” Competition

The ambition of this studio is to examine architecture that 
inquires into embodied energy as a primary inspiration for 
formation of matter. Promoting a shift away from purely 
data driven rationales, the desire is to engage in the design 
framed by environmental ethics and sensory subjectivities 
as part of our collective aesthetic and ecological experience. 
Environmental aesthetics and aesthetics of nature are 
branches of philosophy that study appreciation of the world 
at large as it is constituted not simply by particular objects 
but by environments themselves. Environmental  empathy 
is rooted in the concepts of otherness and difference. Design 
grounded in environmental empathy leads to more diverse 
paradigms in the redistribution of resources, new forms of 
co-shared domesticity, as well as social equity within our 
collective urban space, while being closely entangled within 
its ecological functions.   We will seek to engage the notion of 
ecological attunement beyond the environmentalist paradigm, 
questioning the implication of binary logic between objects 
and environmental ethics.  

Above: “A small turf house in Fellabær, 
Iceland: Icelandic turf houses are the 
product of a difficult climate, offering 
superior insulation compared to buildings 
solely made of wood or stone, and the relative 
difficulty in obtaining other construction 
materials in sufficient quantities. Turf, or 
earth acts as thermal mass, making it easier 
to maintain a steady indoor air temperature 
and therefore reduces energy costs for 
heating or cooling.”

Below: “The 1924 Ennis House, designed 
by Frank Lloyd Wright:  The reinforced 
concrete blocks were all hand-cast on the 
premises using the site’s own sand. Wright 
had a  lifelong interest in periodic personal 
reinvention and in developing regional 
architecture while using local materials. His 
passion was closely tied to his ceaseless 
desire for technological innovation and, 
sometimes paradoxically, his interest in 
creating affordable housing for the middle 
class.”

++
Building upon concepts of material ecologies, circular waste-
streams and synthetic natures this studio is loosely based 
on the competition framework announced by The American 
Institute of Architects (AIA), Custom Residential Architects 
Network (CRAN) knowledge community: HERE+NOW: A House 
for the 21st Century International Student Design Competition. 
Students will be strongly encouraged to enter their studio 
project for the competition.  Administered by the Association 
of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA) and sponsored 
by AIA CRAN, this program is intended to provide architecture 
students, working individually or in teams, with a platform to 

Cradle-to-Cradle Diagram by Ryu Kondrup: 
Recycling construction waste for use in 
additive manufacturing; and reducing the 
overall volume of material used in new 
construction through shape sensitive 
design, Lithopic House 2019
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Computational processes profoundly impact our understanding 
of the world, and precipitate new forms of human awareness, 
empathy and interactions with the built environment. This 
studio will actively engage emergent technologies, material 
prototyping, and testing, in context of their impact. We will 
engage a non-figurative description of fictional objects and 
landscapes as a method for understanding thermodynamic 
behavior. Rather than relaying on traditional simulation 
feedback we will explore image to form modeling techniques 
through GAN (Generative adversarial networks) experiments 
and engage structural analysis feedback in effort to reduce 
architecture’s ecological footprint on this planet.

Learning Outcomes

explore residential architecture and residential architectural practice:
 “According to the US Census, over 920,000 units of single family housing were completed in 2014. Many 
of these houses were built speculatively, as a generic prototype independent of context. Historically, Residential 
Architecture has represented a direct expression of culture and context, with local, vernacular elements 
informing the stylistic preference of the time. While the exterior of a house presents a more individualized 
image of its owner(s), the underlying design elements speak to broader cultural ideas of domesticity and family. 
Technological innovation, both in materials and systems, continues to advance the level of energy efficiency 
and resiliency in homes designed and built today. This competition challenges students to envision a house 
for HERE+NOW: informed by context, culture, and vernacular, but fully embracing 21st century technology 
and ideas of domesticity.”                                                                                                                                                         

Lithopic House is a co-House. It is 
rooted in concept of entanglement 
between shared ecological, social and 
spatial systems. Lithopic (Living Stone) 
co-House studio will negotiate physical 
prototyping with digital environments, 
while considering material ecologies of 
earthen composites central to design. 
Grounded in a potential of construction 
waste recycling through direct binder-jet 
printing this cradle-to-cradle method 
would reduce CO2 levels by reducing the 
volume of new architectural materials, 
as well as offset waste streams heading 
to industrial landfills. Shaping printable 
components for minimal material use 

Program

Above: The timeline above 
shows a history of visible 
air pollution mapped to the 
site history and map of soil 
contamination in Hazelwood 
area, illustrating underground 
conditions: soil quality relative 
to slopes, runoff, combined 
sewage outflows, and lead 
exposure; by Cupkova’s MFI 
Research Team, 2019 

Hazelwood Site History and Pollution Patterns

On approach, the Chicken House appears against the horizon of  a forest. When one turns around, the town is re-
vealed. Hazelwood neighborhood in Pittsburgh’s picturesque landscape is grounded in a hilly topography and contam-
inated post-industrial soils. Nurturing a collective self-sustaining system and biodiversity, this New Pastoral design calls 
for a vernacular sensibility and deindustrialization of  agriculture while immaculating pollution through upcycling of  
contaminated soil for new construction.

The house evolves from the Pennsylvania bank barn embedded in a hill with the entrance at the top. The lower level 
becomes a garden for chickens and the upper a house for human dwellers. The house is centered around a hearth and 
chimney, providing warmth and acting as a thermal mass. This strategy transforms lot vacancy into productive land-
scapes,  for the inhabitants that belong to a racially diverse, underserved, economically and socially vulnerable demo-
graphic.  The Chicken House seeks to examine a new form of  pastoral urban life, incorporating a human/non-human 
co-sharing dialectic, as a contemporary ecological thought moves to include other species. The clients are a farmer-gar-
dener, her family, and a family of  chickens. Here, the co-operative farmhouse for pan-species dwellers lies between 
Hazelwood Greenway and suburban neighborhood. 

Rooted in a research studio  “Lithopic (Living Stone) House: Ecologies of  Earthen Matter”, that was led in con-
junction with a material science seminar, our design approach is underpinned  by a potential of  construction waste 
recycling through direct 3d binder-jet printing. This  cradle-to-cradle method would reduce CO2 levels by reducing 
the volume of  new architectural materials, as well as offsetting waste streams heading to industrial landfills. Shaping 
printable components for minimal material use aligned with structural and ecological potential is coupled with a desire 
to integrate new landscape and biomass directly into the architectural form, function and experience.

At the peak of  Industrial Pittsburgh, early 20th century steel mills and coke factories provided optimistic job op-
portunities while employees conveniently lived in proximity to the plant. One of  these notorious coke plants resides 
approximately 4 miles south of  Downtown Pittsburgh. From the economic meltdown, the majority of  those residents 
abandoned their neighborhood, leaving a repercussion in the early lot vacancy phenomenon. Arrives the 21st century 
178-acre transformation plan along with secondary intentions of  neighborhood revitalization through Mill 19. Still, 
the development disregards the historical local values by its large scaled infrastructure and dwelling complexes. Expec-
tations of  domesticity and family operations are lost within the massive single unit blocks. As continual commercial 
development inevitably leads to a loss of  culture and climb of  consumerism, we venture to discover a new pastoral 
life. order.

Hut on fowl’s legs in the shape of  a house.

Close up siteplan showing water runoff  on roof  and surrounding hill.

Overall siteplan showing Hazelwood greenways and pollution density.

Chicken House in summer view from the south west.
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aligned with structural and ecological potential is coupled with a desire to integrate new 
landscape and biomass directly into the architectural form, function and experience. Lithopic 
co-House will investigate the role of shape-factor in formation of architecture conceived out 
of local soils and granular waste-streams. The goal is to explore coupling of thermal pathways 

Lithop is a living stone that combines geological and biological 
qualities in a single entity. “The name is derived from the Ancient 
Greek words (lithos), meaning “stone,” and (ops), meaning “face,” 
referring to the stone-like appearance of the plants. They avoid 
being eaten by blending in with surrounding rocks and are often 
known as pebble plants or living stones.“ 

Above: (a) Alexander Wang + Longney 
Luk with a modular plug-and play 
prototype of a sand print by Gil Jang; 
(b) Diagram of landscape integration 
strategy for Chicken House by Longney 
Luk and Louis Suarez, Lithopic House 
2019
Left: GAN strategy in search for features 
that enable biomass integration into 
architectural form.
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In the Grotto, after Jean-François Millet. In the Kitchen, after Ander Zorn.
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Lithopic co-House will find its home within the vertical topography of Pittsburgh’s neighborhood 
Hazelwood, which is prone to frequent landslides. Along with shifting and contaminated soils, 
Hazelwood’s primary inhabitants belong to a racially diverse, under-served, economically and 
socially vulnerable demographic. The aim of this studio is to develop across-scale connections 
between the households and landscape stabilization. Uncovering site’s history and pollution 
patterns that are deeply-rooted in its current environmental conditions will help us engage 
with contemporary community concerns to better understand diverse needs and varied design 
potentials.

Our design process began with unpacking site ecology, using 
a historical lens to reveal entrenched challenges and potential 
opportunities for a community-based design. 

Site History and Ecology

Hazelwood Green was a small undeveloped residential area 
until railroads were built through the site in 1861; and Jones 
and Laughlin built their first factories on site at the turn of  
the century. By the 1930s, J&L built a mill to provide ammu-
nition manufacturing for World War II. The sky was con-
stantly overcast from the heavy smoke of  the factories. An 
additional mill was built in 1943, which later became a steel 
rolling factory. By-products of  steel manufacturing include 
Slag, Dust/sludge from gas purifcation, Mill Scale (oxide 
coating),  Iron oxide, Iron sulphate, Metal oxide sludge, Steel 
Shavings and fillings, Ferric chloride, Zinc, Tar, Benzene and 
Sulfur. All of  these wastes werent controlled in the 1930s-40s, 
creating problems in soil conditions and river life. Wastewa-
ter from coking, which historically took place on the site, is 
highly toxic and carcinogenic: it contains phenolic, aromatic, 
heterocyclic, and polycyclic organics, and inorganics includ-
ing cyanides, sulfides, ammonium and ammonia. In the 1970’s 
the mill became a storage unit for bricks. In 1997(?) it was re-
claimed by the Pittsburgh Redevelopment Authority. As the 
Hazelwood Green site is a brownfield, “investigations of  the 
site began in 2004 with monitoring wells, soil tests, and the 
development of  clean-up plans. As development proceeds, the 
site will be capped in accordance with Act 2 standards, and 

additional provisions may be required for construction locat-
ed in areas on the site where the majority of  the coke ovens 
once operated. Due to this legacy issue, this area has elevated 
levels of  hydrocarbons and other contaminants in addition to 
the heavy metals found through the entire site.” - 3328 PLDP 
2018 p 23 Through 2012, “Contractors razed most of  the 
buildings on site, accepting the salvaged scrap as payment. 
But they left behind tons of  buried concrete and steel that 
served as the foundations of  the furnaces, coke ovens, and bar, 
billet, and cold-fishing mills that had stood on the proper-
ty. Dealing with that heavy infrastructure presented another 
challenge. The issue was resolved by covering the site with 
800,000 cubic yards of  fill from nearby development projects. 
The strategy saved up to $12 million, removed the need to 
remediate soil, raised elevations anywhere from two to 10 feet, 
and lifted all of  the low-lying tracts above the flood plain.” 
2012 h - Magazine of  the Heinz Endowments, p 20 The site 
soil is being handled in accordance with the Act 2 federal 
standards, which is an educational opportunity that can be im-
pactful for the neighborhood. As Hazelwood Green progress-
es and further development begins in the neighborhood,  the 
community should be empowered to understand  and engage 
environmental quality as a deeply local issue. This includes 
soil, water, and air quality; as well as material sustainability 
and XYZ
()
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Jones and Laughlin built their first factories on the hazelwood 
site at the turn of the century. 

J&L built a mill in the 1930s to provide amunition 
manufacturing for WW2. 

Then an additional mill was built in 1943, which later 
became a steel rolling factory.

Later it became reclaimed by the Pittsburgh Redevelopment 
authority.  

Now the site is empty except for Mill 19. The site requires 
soil remediation and careful attention.

 In the 1970s the mill became a storage unit for coke 
bricks. 

 Scenes as the sky was constantly overcast from the heavy 
smoke of the factories.

The famous Andrew Carnegie Speech/Article was written 
called “Gospel of Wealth”

At this time only natural gas was used and therefore the 
skies stayed clear.

Hazelwood Green was a small undeveloped residential area 
until railroads were built through the site in 1861.
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The timeline above shows a history of  visible air pollution 
mapped to site history. Pittsburgh has  transitioned out of  its 
period of  grey skies, but its neighborhoods remain under the 
influence of  industrial processes. Though soils are capped, 
trapping contamination underground on the HG site, contam-
ination is still a concern in the greater area*.  Contemporary 
air pollution is a major issue in Pittsburgh and Allegheny 
County. ‘Pittsburgh ranks as one of  the top ten most polluted 
cities in the nation regarding year-round particule pollution’ 
and ‘Allegheny County ranks in the top two percent of  coun-
ties in the US for cancer risk from air pollution’. The risks 
low air quality poses for human health are significant, but de-
creasing impact can occur at many scales. Although ‘the con-
struction of  the Shell Petrochemical facility in Beaver County 
could erase 30 years worth of  regional air quality improve-
ments’, which is a much larger strucutral issue that the whole 
region faces, and which cannot be solved by small landscape 
changes; there are tactical approaches to site landscape that 
have been shown to reduce particulate matter in hyperlocal 
scenarios.

Uncovering deep-rooted environmental conditions gives us 
a fuller picture of  the existing site, and helps us engage with 
contemporary community concerns to better understand de-
sign potential. While our project is temporary, our hope for 
partnerships with the community and with the nursery is to 
build capacity, and to deploy ecological education and action, 
from the site outwards.

The maps on the next two pages situate larger environmen-
tal concerns and historical activity on site and in the neigh-
borhood. The maps illustrate how air, soil, and water quality 
relate to the larger neighborhood. On the left map, of  above 
ground conditions: unique position with regard to river flow 
patterns, as well as contemporary riparian ecology, urban eco-
logical connectivity, stormwater and topography, and air qual-
ity. On the right, which illustrates underground conditions: 
soil quality and site history, slopes, runoff, combined sewage 
outflows, and lead exposure. The maps show us relatively 
better air quality, and protection lent to Hazelwood by its to-
pography, greenways, and low road use ((etc.)); the low qual-
ity urban soil valley surrounded by extreme slope (landslide 
warning) which contributes to the high level of  combined 
sewage overflow points on the river edge. Below the maps, a 
soil section delves further into the site’s specific profile: eight 

Landscape History and Site Ecology

Sources:
Hazelwood Green PLDP 2018 p 23

Magazine of the Heinz Endowments 2012 p.20
Breathe Pittsburgh (Air Quality Facts)

Image sources
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opportunities for a community-based design. 
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stantly overcast from the heavy smoke of  the factories. An 
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challenge. The issue was resolved by covering the site with 
800,000 cubic yards of  fill from nearby development projects. 
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The timeline above shows a history of  visible air pollution 
mapped to site history. Pittsburgh has  transitioned out of  its 
period of  grey skies, but its neighborhoods remain under the 
influence of  industrial processes. Though soils are capped, 
trapping contamination underground on the HG site, contam-
ination is still a concern in the greater area*.  Contemporary 
air pollution is a major issue in Pittsburgh and Allegheny 
County. ‘Pittsburgh ranks as one of  the top ten most polluted 
cities in the nation regarding year-round particule pollution’ 
and ‘Allegheny County ranks in the top two percent of  coun-
ties in the US for cancer risk from air pollution’. The risks 
low air quality poses for human health are significant, but de-
creasing impact can occur at many scales. Although ‘the con-
struction of  the Shell Petrochemical facility in Beaver County 
could erase 30 years worth of  regional air quality improve-
ments’, which is a much larger strucutral issue that the whole 
region faces, and which cannot be solved by small landscape 
changes; there are tactical approaches to site landscape that 
have been shown to reduce particulate matter in hyperlocal 
scenarios.

Uncovering deep-rooted environmental conditions gives us 
a fuller picture of  the existing site, and helps us engage with 
contemporary community concerns to better understand de-
sign potential. While our project is temporary, our hope for 
partnerships with the community and with the nursery is to 
build capacity, and to deploy ecological education and action, 
from the site outwards.

The maps on the next two pages situate larger environmen-
tal concerns and historical activity on site and in the neigh-
borhood. The maps illustrate how air, soil, and water quality 
relate to the larger neighborhood. On the left map, of  above 
ground conditions: unique position with regard to river flow 
patterns, as well as contemporary riparian ecology, urban eco-
logical connectivity, stormwater and topography, and air qual-
ity. On the right, which illustrates underground conditions: 
soil quality and site history, slopes, runoff, combined sewage 
outflows, and lead exposure. The maps show us relatively 
better air quality, and protection lent to Hazelwood by its to-
pography, greenways, and low road use ((etc.)); the low qual-
ity urban soil valley surrounded by extreme slope (landslide 
warning) which contributes to the high level of  combined 
sewage overflow points on the river edge. Below the maps, a 
soil section delves further into the site’s specific profile: eight 

Landscape History and Site Ecology

Sources:
Hazelwood Green PLDP 2018 p 23

Magazine of the Heinz Endowments 2012 p.20
Breathe Pittsburgh (Air Quality Facts)

Image sources
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Chicken House proposal and component 
shaping strategy by Longney Luk and Louis 
Suarez,  Lithopic House 2019

with biomass in the design of architecture. This studio 
will engage in computational shaping techniques relative 
to architectural component strength, structural flow and 
overall ecological potential. Such workflow is based in 
research into embodied energy of recycled construction 
waste that offers cues relative to volume to shape 
distribution of the composite material through use of 
additive manufacturing. Early state prototyping will lead 
into developing a specific design strategy for a house.                                                      
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